Providers and educators lack the tools and models necessary to address community problems. We describe an online curriculum intended to teach learners how to adapt established Community-Oriented Primary Care (COPC) principles for an era of ready access to clinical and population data and geospatial technology. Via our approach, users gain practical knowledge that allows them to operationalize the fundamental steps of COPC: community definition, identification of health needs, intervention development, and program monitoring. These skills are essential in a new era of population health management and in encouraging primary care providers to partner with their communities.
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In 2001, a nurse named Jeanie Schmidt discovered that children in her Virginia community were not registering for school because their families could not afford a visit needed to complete the state-required entrance physical exam and that the safety net clinics had waiting lists. Concerned about this gap, she reached out to community partners, and together, they created a free clinic. Today, that clinic serves as an example of primary care providers to partner with their communities.

Given rising health care costs and care fragmentation, policymakers have renewed their focus on population health [1]. New models of care such as patient centered medical homes and accountable care organizations reward organizations that implement systemic changes within practices and communities. Unfortunately, the scope and adoption of these payment modalities are too limited to trigger widespread primary care delivery transformation.

Recent calls by the US Institute of Medicine (IOM) to better integrate public health and primary care suggest that the time may have arrived to finally realize the ambitions of the Folsom Report [2,3]. Jointly organized by the National Health Council and the American Public Health Association, the Folsom Report was released in 1967 and aimed to address the accessibility and availability of community health services [4]. Its authors introduced the concept of a community of solution to address community-level problem sheds, which, like watersheds, ignore political and jurisdictional boundaries and require the coordination of relevant stakeholders.

Providing examples of communities of solution and discussing the importance of addressing social determinants of health may stimulate the interest of trainees. But getting the next generation of primary care providers and public health officials to embrace population health and team based care, will require experience and a roadmap. Another concept well ahead of its time - Community-Oriented Primary Care (COPC) - offers a practical approach by which primary care providers can realize Folsom's charge to serve as agents of community health improvement.

Building on fifty years of multinational experiences, including success stories in Africa, the Middle East, Asia, Europe and Central America, (Table 1) [5] COPC is defined as a 'continuous process by which primary health care is provided to a defined community on the basis of its assessed health needs by the planned integration of public health and primary care' [6].

There are four process steps embedded within COPC (Figure 1),

1. Defining the community of interest
2. Identifying the health need
3. Developing and implementing interventions
4. Conducting an ongoing evaluation [7].

Several principles guide COPC projects. First, COPC interventions focus on all patients within a defined community rather than just the patients coming to the clinic. Second, COPC interventions target communities rather than individual patients. For instance, a COPC project may focus on increasing the walkability of a community rather than identifying clinic patients with uncontrolled diabetes. Finally, COPC is rooted in the belief that the community should be involved at every step [5].

Once the subject of books and IOM reports, COPC is rarely employed in modern US primary care due to a lack of financial incentives for practices to focus on population health or the tools for its implementation [11]. However, given the US's commitment to the triple aim of improving the experience of care, improving population health, and reducing health care costs, the principles of COPC may resonate today even more, just as they resonated with the forefathers/ mothers of primary care. Sidney and Emily Kark, who coined the phrase COPC, vigorously studied the area surrounding the Pholela
Health Center in South Africa and developed interventions, in conjunction with community members that addressed social determinants that influence their patient's health. On a macro level, the Uniform Data System (UDS) Mapper allows federal planners and health center program grantees to visualize the communities served by the nation's primary care safety net clinics. Providers seeking more community data that might shape their practice of COPC also now have access to online resources, including the County Health Rankings and American Fact Finder which publishes censuses of county data from the US Census [7,15-17]. In short, processes such as mapping the location of patients that once took the Karks and Geiger months to complete can now be performed in a matter of hours [18,19].

The push to integrate primary care and public health has led to initiatives to integrate primary care and public health data. The IOM released a report in 2014 listing data elements recommended for inclusion into EHRs because they capture social determinants of health [20]. The manifestation of this ideal is a world where clinicians have access to not only biometric vital signs but also community vital signs, providing a measure of the resources available in the patient's community. But even with this wealth of tools, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention acknowledges that we lack a playbook for achieving integration [21]. To take this playbook to learners, the National Association of Community Health Centers, the Robert Graham Center, and Virginia Commonwealth University have created a curriculum that reintroduces COPC principles. We developed four modules and a case study that demonstrate how to harness the potential of COPC while offering concrete ways of accessing community data [22]. In this curriculum, educators can reference diverse resources, including instructions on how to geocode data and a bibliography of seminal articles. The case study allows learners to follow one community health center's fictional project and to disseminate these principles nationwide. Going
through the steps of the COPC process forces providers to become aware of the problem sheds facing their patients and communities and opens the door to community engagement, partnership, and the pursuit of communities of solution. Returning these principles to a central role in family medicine education will galvanize learners to move outside of the clinic, increase their likelihood of integrating primary care and public health, and foster the development of future Jeanie Schmidts.
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